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A passion for the
aesthetics of light.

We are fascinated by light as the fundamental component of architecture.
We believe passionately in only offering the best in quality, aesthetics and
functionality. This passion makes RIBAG the perfect partner for all aspects of
lighting in modern living and working environments.

Perfect light gives rooms more room
RIBAG develops and designs modern and energy efficient,
highly functional lights with great innovative vigour. The carefully selected materials and clear design of the products
highlight any architecture and bring rooms to life. The lighting
experts design and build strikingly impressive solutions
coordinated to suit individual needs.
The possibilities of light are infinite
Heinrich Richner, who was fascinated by the simple form of
the neon tube, developed the first Design-FL light in 1994.
The tube was an overnight success – a luminous line, stunningly simple, perfect for first-class architecture. TRAPEZ,
the first light from the newly founded company of RIBAG,
was already a success. Further innovative products then followed. Soon RIBAG launched at least one new attractive
and functionally impressive light every year. The owner’s
son, Andreas Richner, worked his way up in the company
learning every step from 2001 and in 2011 he took over from
his father. He propelled the age of LED lighting into the next
generation with his great vision, high demands and innovative spirit.
Making our products seem simple is a complex task
Today like yesterday, RIBAG creates trendsetting lighting
scenarios. Products with clear aesthetics, functionality and
sustainability are the result of many years of successful
collaboration between designers and architects. They are
timeless because they are created from the love for detail,
focusing on simplicity, clarity and function.
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For the best effect, every detail must be perfect
At RIBAG the effect of light speaks for itself: The company
buildings in Safenwil are a complete work of art on the theme
of light. The modern construction is used as a lavish showroom for the various lighting solutions from RIBAG. Right
down to the smallest detail.
Developing for the future means thinking of sustainability
Our conduct with regards to the environment is responsible
and respectful. Swiss quality impresses through its guarantee that the product has been made with Swiss partners,
who command the greatest precision in their trade. That is
why Swiss Made stands for authentic values such as reli
ability, trust and sustainability, all of which govern the work
we do. So it is no coincidence that we also sets ecological
standards with our continuously optimised products, efficient procurement and production processes and trendsetting office and production facilities that comply with the
Minergie standard (low-energy building). Over 80 percent of
all RIBAG products are now run with an Energy Efficiency
Class A light source or LED.
Swiss
Quality
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SPINaled –
A LINE IN COMPLETE
HARMONY.
Designed by Daniel Kübler/Erwin Egli
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SPINALed is the splendid and conclusive result of constant
advancements made in the classic SPINA collection. Perfectly
arranged right down to the last detail, it sets new standards
in the fields of LED lighting technology, energy efficiency
and design. Fitted with highly efficient LEDs, this light fitting
gives modern architecture an extraordinary sense of innovation
and exclusivity.
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P UN TO

PUNTO –
RIGHT AT THE VERY
HEART OF HARMONY.
Designed by Daniel Kübler
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The attention detail and precision workmanship of PUNTO reflect
our understanding of how to put LED technology and design
into perfect practice. The varying large and uniform light fixtures
with dynamic surfaces leave you with a unified impression of
aesthetics and brilliant lighting. The LED lighting range is likewise
convincing through its elegant sense of restraint and its limitless
versatility.
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CUB O

CUBO –
ACCENTS FOR THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL WALLS.
Designed by Daniel Kübler
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SPINAled
CUB O

CUBO creates a sensuous atmosphere through lighting. The cube,
designed down to the finest detail, can direct smooth and discreet
lighting down- and upwards. Equipped with advanced LED tech
nology, CUBO lights up the surrounding architecture. Thanks to
its compact construction it always gives precedence to the architecture. CUBO opens up great creative flexibility for skilful light
accents whilst retaining an elegant discretion.
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A line of light, a luminous circle and a radiating cube –
the designer Daniel Kübler describes how he creates new light fittings.

For the best
effect, every
detail must
be perfect.

LIGHT, COLOURFUL,
UNIQUE
28
Public buildings do not have to be drab
and grey – the Norwegian architects LINK are
proof of this with their project in Bergen.

Pure quality.
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EFFICIENT AND
EFFECTIVE
24

GENERATION
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32

The conversion of the shop premises in a listed
building poses a great challenge to the builders,
planners and tradesmen – with regards to the
lighting system.

It is not only the company management of of RIBAG that has
rejuvenated itself, light diodes
have been supplementing the
proven FL technology for some
time. A chat with the managing
director Andreas Richner.
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Design and development

LEDS ARE BOTH
CHALLENGING
AND INSPIRING.
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A line of light, a luminous circle and a radiating cube –
the designer, Daniel Kübler, describes how he creates new lights.

“I have been responsible for product design at RIBAG in
Safenwil for four years. We have developed three new lights
for the current collection: the round PUNTO light, the
SPINAled lightstrip and the CUBO light cube. All three are
based on LED technology.”

LED modules are the answer for forward-thinking lighting
solutions. The development of new, high-quality LED products is very complex, therefore progress can be slow in
comparison with technology in the computer industry, for
example, which is advancing very quickly.”

Our history repeats itself: Heinrich Richner developed the
ingenious lighting collection called “Trapez” in his workshop
back in 1995 and in doing so he made the first energy-saving
fluorescent tube that was acceptable in society. The way he
once experimented with the “neon tube,” as it was generally
known, is the same way that Daniel Kübler is now doing
with LED technology. He too is creating new products with
his team in the workshop; there are high workbenches in
the development room that are covered in cables, diodes,
converters, tools and much more. LED stands for “Light
Emitting Diode”. The exact way they work is not so easy to
explain. “I usually try to explain it this way: Light diodes are
electronic semiconductors. When the electricity flows
through the semi-conductive diodes, they start to light up
and emit light. Thanks to their high output of light, and now
their good colour rendering and the different colours of light,

A new milestone
The new products PUNTO, SPINAled and CUBO mark a
decisive turn: “Until now the spot lighting of the diodes was
always a part of the development. Now we are able to make
the technology invisible. When our lighting consultants first
saw the completely uniform light rod, they asked themselves
how on earth our developers had managed it.
It is complex to design a product as simply as we do.
SPINAled was not included in the SPINA collection at first,
we thought at the time that it was more of a lighting strip.
In order to find the respective correct form, we made a functional light model right at the outset. This is the only way
to assess the characteristics of the light. And as a result, we
were already able to exclude numerous forms. A functional
light model means that we can create a 3D mock up from
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 ifferent materials such as cardboard, foils, etc. and the
d
lighting effect can be tested first. That is how I can quickly
find out in one go, what works and what doesn’t.”

The patented RAPID plug-in system is
impressive with its simplicity and
functionality.

LED technology challenges both designers and developers
alike. For instance the energy efficiency must be improved,
the operating devices are still too big and the product range
is not as broad as the one we are accustomed to from FL
tubes. Since the products from RIBAG must cater for the
customer, they must also be functional, produced at a reasonable cost and easy to install.
“Finally I designed a rectangular rod without curves. It is
delicately intricate but not fragile – volume conveys confidence. Millimetres are decisive when working with these
dimensions: Not just structurally, they also change the lighting effect. The radii of the different corners all vary. They
must not be too sharp-edged, so that the overall shape is not
too rigid. But in the end it is my gut instinct that tells me:
‘That’s right.’”

Daniel Kübler and Matthias Günthart at work.

Hand in hand
A new product requires teamwork. To bring form and function
in harmony, the Research and Development Department,
managed by Matthias Günthart, ensure that the design concept is ready to go into series production.
Matthias Günthart determines the right relationship from
the diffuser to the housing based on experience: He tests
different diodes at varying distances and finds the right one
– an LED with a beam angle of 120 degrees behaves differently than one at 80 degrees. The engineer knows the right
ratios and knows how the width and height of housings and
diffusers relate to each other and what works. Many trials
were necessary before reaching this stage. Intensive development work was also the basis for the patented plug-in
system, RAPID – which makes it possible to install SPINAled
quickly and safely – as well as all the other new developments.
With the round light fitting PUNTO, Daniel Kübler had decided
on three different sizes so that a lighting planner could
proceed with varying room dimensions without further ado.
PUNTO can be used almost without limits in receptions,
living rooms, kitchens, bedrooms and also in restaurants,
bars, cafeterias, hotel rooms, etc.
The LEDs are in a circle, corresponding to the shape of the
PUNTO fixture, so as to ensure uniform lighting at all times.
To begin with Daniel Kübler had too many diodes in the lighting fixture, so he reduced the number during the develop-
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“Developing a product is all about
attaining the maximum results by
the simplest of means.”

Matthias Günthart
Head of Research &
Development
The terminals can be connected
together by means of a guide pin
without even looking.

RAPID facilitates a quick and reliable
installation.

ment procedure until they corresponded to an economically
viable solution.
“Ultimately the CUBO, as the word suggests, is a cube that
has been designed right down to the last detail. The compact
body with its precise separating joints that create a characteristic feature gives the light fitting a classic look. The cooling system and LEDs are logically integrated in the form, so
that the heat management and lighting technology can meet
our high demands.”
Daniel Kübler loves to experiment and discover new things.
His next magic word is OLED: This involves organic light
diodes, i.e. extremely thin, flat sources of light, which radiate
a uniform light. They still emit too little light at too high a
price. But when technology has advanced sufficiently, the
designer would very much like to work with this concept – he
already has plenty of ideas for it.

What fascinates you about light and
space?
To develop light fittings that combine
aesthetics and technology whilst being
able to create pleasant lighting which
is as natural as possible, that is an
interesting task. Furthermore, with the
right kind of lighting, you can really
bring a room to life. Good lighting
enhances the quality and dimensions of
a room.
What do you love about your job?
To develop a product that is visually
appealing and user-friendly – both for
the end user as well as the electrician –
is a fascinating task. Working with the
designer is also very rewarding. Developing a product is all about attaining
the maximum results by the simplest of
means. In doing so great demands are
also made on technology.
What kind of lighting will we have in our
buildings in 50 years?
The question of energy-saving is
already of huge importance nowadays
and it will become even more so in
the future. This means that even better
energy-saving lights will have to
be developed for our lighting needs.
Whether it is with more efficient
light fixtures, e.g. LEDs, or more intel
ligent light fittings or the lighting
system itself.
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Salute Chemist

A tough but
attractive
nut to crack.
The renovation of a shop in a listed old town house in Langenthal posed great
challenges to the owners of the building, the planners and tradesmen –
even regarding the lighting concept. The solution was based 100 percent on
LED technology.

The newly opened chemist, Salute, is located at Marktgasse
26 in the centre of Langenthal (Switzerland). The shop is
located where the pharmacy previously stood and in addition
to selling remedies since March 2012, it also offers individual
consultation services. “Aside from designing the shop on
the ground floor, we entirely converted three rooms on the
first floor for a new use,” the interior designer, Markus Meier,
sums up the job assigned to the architects Blum und
Grossenbacher from Langenthal. The rooms on the first floor
were renovated for the purpose of offering therapies and
seminars in the future, all within the framework of the integral concept of the chemist’s shop. The Pharmazie-Historische Museum (Museum of Pharmacy) in Basel assumed all
the historic pharmacy furnishings. Only the protected lettering on the facade of the old town house remains as a
reminder of its original use as a pharmacy. “The depth of the
room with its narrow window front posed one of the many
challenges, which required a specific lighting concept,”
explains Meier. “The question of energy efficiency also
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played an important role thereby, especially because the
room would also be artificially lit during the day.”
A challenging situation in terms of space
The listed pharmacist house dating over 200 years old, posed
further challenges to the architect and lighting planner: The
existing pillars and chimneys as well as the limited height of
the room were fixed dimensions that could not be altered. In
addition, they had to bear in mind the various uses of the
room as a shop with enough storage space and shelving for
the extensive range of products and a private area for the
consultation sessions with customers.
The solution was to use stand-alone oval elements of varying
heights and to divide the room lengthways in two: on one side
a traditional chemist’s section with shelving on the walls up
to the ceiling and on the other, an area with seating to provide
advice and information. At the end of the long extended room
whose linear layout was broken up by “islands” that defined
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Efficiency, effectiveness and budget –
all working in harmony
The interior designer and lighting planner decided to rely
solely on LED technology – both in terms of a reasonable
consumption of energy as well as the overall effect of the
lighting. All this within the stipulated budget. “Such a project
is ultimately not possible without a client who is willing to opt
for a new kind of technology and the initial higher outlay that
goes with it,” says interior designer, Markus Meier. The new
shop in Langenthal is also impressive as the mood created by
the interplay between the lighting, the colour concept of
fresh green fir trees and cool anthracite and the structural
accents well and truly fits the role: It is of paramount importance that customers should feel good in a chemist. The
lighting, which is deliberately subtle and has the same
corresponding effect on the customers, is an essential component in creating this mood.

Markus Meier and Bernhard Herzog

“A room should tell a story, but it
should not be intrusive for people.”
What is particularly important to you
when designing rooms?
Markus Meier: To recognise the
essential needs of the future user
and to design the room in such a way
that I fulfil my expectations in terms
of the dimensions of the place and the
place itself.

The LED spotlight TWIST ideally combines energy efficiency and design.

the division of space, was the counter with the checkout and
behind that the “inner sanctum” as Markus Meier describes
it: A smaller room for blending the natural remedies, which is
lit up partially naturally and partially artificially from behind
through a frosted pane of glass.
Searching for the optimum solution
Markus Meier and the lighting planner, Bernhard Herzog,
worked hand in hand in search for the ideal lighting solution,
which effectively supports the spatial impression of the
redesigned chemist. Alongside the oval elements, the lighting
had to enhance the stark spatial geometry with round forms
and distract customers from the overriding sense of simply
being in a long room. “It was also my job to realise the conceptual idea of the architect in the best way possible,” says
Herzog, who as an interior designer specialises in lighting
planning. This meant finding the right light fittings so as to
represent the lighting effect as faithfully as possible to the
original concept. It was, for example, quickly apparent that
the original idea of working with fitted lights was not going to
be possible on account of insufficient space in the false ceiling. “We therefore decided to work with high quality LED
spotlights,” says Herzog.
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Equally as important was the question of the energy efficiency of the lights used: It was clear from the beginning that
because the room was also going be lit during the day, it
made sense to use LEDs as the light source, if possible. On
the one hand for economical reasons and on the other for
ecological considerations: “It is not our intention to heat up
the room with the lights,” explains Herzog.
The prerequisite for deciding to use LEDs was the fact that
today there are lights available, which fulfil all the set
demands of lighting colour, efficiency and design. “The
LED spotlight, TWIST, was the right choice for creating the
desired lighting atmosphere,” explains Bernhard Herzog.
Our aim was to work with a reasonable brightness and to
only install as many light fitting as necessary so as not to
undermine the energy-saving effect of the LED technology.
The large-scale pictures by the textile designer, Alexa Blum,
prints on canvas stretched over wooden frames offering a
modern take on medicinal plants, were lit with two lights per
picture. “Also here it was a case of using the light effectively,”
says Markus Meier. Efficiency, effectiveness and budget
working in harmony.

Mr Herzog, light is your working
material. What does light mean to you?
Bernhard Herzog: Everything actually.
Light is life, colour. I love the cinema,
that too is light for me.
What type of room do you personally
like?
Markus Meier: I like clear rooms,
but they should not be boring. A room
should tell a story, but it should be
intrusive for people.
What fascinates you about light?
Bernhard Herzog: Light has a lot to do
with perception and sense. As I have
worked with many people on a project,
I realised how differently light is
perceived by each person. I find this
contrast fascinating.
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Nordahl Grieg High School

It rains for 240 days a year on the west
coast of Norway and the winter months
are long and dark. The Nordahl Grieg
High School is in Bergen. An architecture competition for a new secondary
school was put out to tender by the
county council of Hordaland at the
beginning of 2006. They were looking for
a modern style of architecture, which
would fulfil the current requirements
and be flexible enough to adapt to
future changes. LINK Arkitektur from
Oslo won the competition with their
project entitled “Cote”. The planners
have fifteen offices all over Sweden
and Norway and are expert architects
in the field of school buildings. They
won their first competition twenty
years ago.

LIGHT,
COLOURFUL,
UNIQUE.
Light and colourful – the Norwegian LINK architects
show how inviting public buildings can be with their
project in Bergen.

Against the dreary humdrum
In Bergen, the architects made fighting
against the lack of daylight their mission: the continuous transparent
facade makes the most of the precious
sunlight, while the coloured windows
and glass doors create a pleasant
atmosphere. “The colourful panes epitomise the students – each one as an
individual and independent being,” says
the architect, Rolf Maurseth. With a
total surface area of 14,000 square
metres, the building offers sufficient
space for 800 pupils and 150 teachers.
Their way to school runs through a park
with ponds, garden furniture made from
white concrete and undulating concrete
sculptures. The paned school rooms on
the right hand are spread over three
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floors – a membrane made from prepatinated copper borders the transparent room. The common rooms are on
the left hand side with the cafeteria and
sports hall. The predominant materials
are green copper and coloured glass:
“They are durable materials that withstand the northern climate and are very
low maintenance,” says Rolf Maurseth.
When seen from above the school
building forms the shape of a T. The
entrance area, which is in a jazzy red
colour, is the central point of the building and connects both wings.
When visitors enter they are greeted
with a spacious foyer. This stretches
over three floors. With the exception of
the cafeteria and the lecture hall, all the
internal rooms are laid out in white,
black or grey. This minimalist colour
concept offers a neutral surface on
which the sunrays that shine through
the coloured panes can project themselves. There are shutters that automatically regulate the incidence of light
to stop the low winter sun from blinding
the pupils.
There are electric screens on the front
wall of the room, the contents of the
lesson are projected on a Smartboard,
the teachers are online during the lesson and screens in the corridor inform
pupils if a lesson has been cancelled.
Since the furniture must also be of the
latest design, it is refined and does not
effuse any usual school building whiffs.
“The youngsters spend a lot of their
time in the school,” says the architect.
It is therefore important that the environment is arranged as pleasantly as
possible. The glass fronts give them
that connection with the outside world.
Furniture that has been placed in such
an accentuated way creates a contrast
whilst the minimalist light fixtures fit in
discreetly with the architecture. The
SPINA pendant lights arranged in a
playful way in the cafeteria provide a
good light. The same models are hang-
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ing above the tables in the break room,
but with perforated sheet metal dif
fusers to create a glare-free working
environment. The artificial light is automatically controlled, but it can also be
turned on and off by hand.
The lighting planner
Kenneth Hansen is a lighting planner
and partner of RIBAG. He works for the
company Expo Nova in Oslo. “First of all
I establish in which room a lighting fixture should be used,” he says. It is particularly important to have good lighting
in school buildings: the work surfaces
must be well lit. This is not always easy,
because the furniture has been placed
in such a flexible manner. “There must

be sufficient light everywhere, but by
the same token it must not be blinding
to the pupils,” says the lighting planner.
When an appropriate light fitting has
been found, he checks the quality and
its lighting effect. “A product that lasts
for many years lowers the long-term
costs.” He has already been convinced
and impressed by RIBAG’s results in
previous building projects. “Lots of their
makes are modular in construction and
easy to handle. This means we are able
to find a suitable solution for the most
diverse projects.” The right choice of
light fitting is also indispensable for the
architect Rolf Maurseth. “It must be
considered as an integral component of
the architecture.”

Public buildings do not have to be drab
and grey – the Norwegian architects
LINK are proof of this with their project
in Bergen. The architecture of a building
is a reflection of those who use it: It represents youthful energy, it is colourful,
fresh and daring. This won LINK the
architecture prize in the town of Bergen
in 2010. The council for urban planning
and architecture praises the concept for
a modern and progressive school. The
architecture unifies the grounds despite
the size of the project. And finally, the
colour gives it an identity: The contrast
between the green copper cladding and
the vibrant red entrance show it to be
“intuitive and powerful”.

Five questions for Rolf Maurseth
Who or what inspires you?
I do not have a role model, but I look through magazines on architecture to see
what is going on in the industry. Teamwork is inspiring for me: We often work with
landscape architects for our projects.
Where did you grow up?
My father was an architect, too. He planned our house which was already
finished when I was born. It is a typical Norwegian house with a lot of wood and
a fascinating view over the town of Bergen. I enjoyed a happy childhood in this
house along with my siblings.

Rolf Maurseth
Architect, LINK Arkitektur

How did you go about choosing the light fittings for your own home?
In my home most of the light fittings are in the ceiling. There are also a couple
of spotlights mounted in the floor. I installed these to highlight the directions in
the rooms.
How would you like to be remembered?
I took over my father’s business in 1996 and first of all I had to carve my own path.
That was a great challenge since he had built a couple of the most important buildings in Bergen. I learned from him that urban planning was just as important as
the buildings that are designed. When my buildings help to improve a town then I
have attained what one can attain through architecture.
Which books do you keep on your bedside table?
Currently I am travelling a lot and I have just been in Copenhagen for a couple of
days. I prefer light reading so I bought Tom Clancy’s latest crime thriller. I need a
little entertainment when I am away from home.
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GENERATION
CHANGE.
It is not only RIBAG’s corporate management that has rejuvenated itself,
even light diodes have been supplementing the proven FL technology for
some time. A chat with the managing director Andreas Richner.
Andreas Richner
Managing Director, RIBAG Licht AG

RIBAG relies on in-house designs. Which external designers
fascinate you?
We have been nurturing our own genre of design for a few
years now, which makes up the RIBAG brand. Nevertheless I
admire many designers for their inspiring creations. For
example, I find Atelier Oï interesting, they are always in pursuit of new experimental approaches and exhaust all the
possibilities that materials can offer.

What form does light have today?
There is the decorative range, which is very sensory and
playful today. But we limit ourselves to formal minimalist
products and functionality. We focus on the effect of the light
and on basic geometric shapes – our lights should play a
subordinate role to the architecture.
Everything started with the FL tube, a minimalist light strip.
What significance does it have today?
It is still one of the most efficient forms of lighting. Half of our
products are based on it. Naturally LED technology is becoming ever more important, it is almost a hype. All too often the
customers do not ask enough about the advantages and disadvantages of the new technology. Our philosophy: we rely
on the tried and tested and merge it with the new.
And in the near future will it still just be LED?
I don’t think that makes any sense. One should not be too
hasty in throwing tried and tested technology overboard. We
always bear in mind that such developments are driven
greatly by market trends.
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Which architecture impresses you?
That by Peter Zumthor. His approach and our products go
well together. Zumthor’s architecture is not extravagant. He
places great importance on the interplay between proportions, high quality and the effect.
Where will RIBAG be in ten years time?
We want to continue advancing in our success with the current pleasure we enjoy and impress as many people as pos
sible with our work. Our fundamental values for precision
and the effects of light will also accompany us into the
future. Last but not least, our reliability and our good service
will permit us to expand into the international network.

Making our products
seem simple is
a complex task.
Pure functionality.

You previously managed the successful pro mountain biker –
what did you bring with you from this experience?
Being active in professional sports is a good school of life
and has many parallels to the everyday working world. If one
can manage to do what it takes to fulfil oneself, then that is
the best premise for success. I learned how to motivate
myself, to persevere and to reach goals. This also involves
accepting that not every day is going to be perfect.
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T WIST

TWIST –
Focusing on
the aesthetics
of light.
Designed by Daniel Kübler
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An extraordinary range of LED spotlights of fascinating beauty –
that’s TWIST. RIBAG has long been dedicated to ensuring
that the design is present in every detail and producing balance
proportions. The soft LED light is free from UV and infrared
rays making it suitable for demanding lighting requirements. TWIST
gives rooms a special feel – a professional lighting tool that is
dramatic and highly varied. Its use is almost limitless.
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S QUARE

square –
In compelling
brilliance.
Designed by Daniel Kübler
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SQUARE sets the standards for an ecologically sustainable
approach to saving energy. The flat LED mounted light is suitable
for many uses and provides a pleasant, brilliant overall lighting
in office and administrative buildings or modern homes. Thanks to
its high protection level (IP45), the light fitting goes especially
well in spas, baths or sheltered outdoor areas.
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FLIS C

Flisc –
Floating
effortlessly.
Designed by Thomas Steuri

The ultra-flat LED pendant light fitting, FLISC is the embodiment
of a new generation of lights and lighting fixtures. It unifies form
and function with energy efficiency and comfortable lighting. FLISC
is almost invisible as it floats from the ceiling creating completely
new room experiences. Its power consumption and the desired
lighting effect can be specifically controlled and optimised thanks
to the combined use of forward-looking LED technology and
proven fluorescent light fittings. FLISC is suitable both for use
at home as well as in beautiful well-kept buildings.
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SPINA –
First class light
and design.
Designed by Erwin Egli

SPINA is captivating with its unique and unmistakable expressive
contours. Elegantly formed shape, balanced proportions and
straightforward design. These are the unique features of the graceful range of SPINA light fittings that shine style and confidence from
every angle. SPINA has a timeless look and fits discreetly into the
architecture every time.
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SPINAclear –
Elegance and
efficiency
in harmony.

When there is a need for high energy efficiency and durability,
SPINAclear is the right choice. The high quality range of lights
made from polished stainless steel really accentuates the exclusivity of its design. The filigree lighting with its interplay of light
and shadows bestows each room with a special accent.

Designed by Erwin Egli
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SPIN Aquick

SPINAquick –
Lighting effects from
1001 combinations.

Coordinated to meet the needs of demanding architecture, this
lighting system wins you over with its clear self-contained design.
The countless special ways in which it distributes light makes
SPINAquick a much loved lighting tool that opens up an infinity of
creative possibilities. The different lighting effects of SPINAquick
are vast. SPINAquick fits in whether it is in a private home or a
representative commercial building.

Designed by Erwin Egli
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SPIN A s trip

SPINAstrip –
Endless light in
its original purity.

SPINAstrip is impressive in its quest for pure light and the art of
simplicity. A slim line of light, minimalist in its design, only making
its presence known through noble reticence. The chance to create
continuous lines of light with the new “Seamless” light fixture is
second to none. A fluorescent lamp with a light supply right to the
very end for the first time in history.

Designed by Daniel Kübler/Erwin Egli
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T IRA

TIRa –
The never-ending
trail of light.
Designed by Erwin Egli
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TIRA is refined. The high quality lighting system integrates itself
discreetly and seamlessly into its surroundings. Its clear expressive
contours and captivating details make for the ideal lines of light –
continuous, inspirational and truly impressive. TIRA offers a multitude
of design opportunities for light and skilfully accentuates the
architecture every time.
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S CIP

scip –
Unrivalled when it
comes to efficiency.

The frameless SCIP light displays impressive dynamics and
balance. The continuous surface made from acrylic glass provides
for maximum energy efficiency and a powerful lighting atmos
phere. SCIP is extremely at home in offices, practices, meeting
rooms and in modern living areas. Because of its weightlessness,
the SCIP seems to float in the room as a beautifully designed
object of light.

Designed by Daniel Kübler
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K AL A

kala –
Comfortable lighting
for the demanding.
Designed by Daniel Kübler
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KALA shines through as a powerfully expressive series of light
fittings, fit for the challenging job of successful lighting arrangements both indoors and outdoors. Thanks to its direct/indirect
distribution of light, KALA creates a balanced and pleasing spatial
ambience. Its excellent energy efficiency properties and high
level of lighting comfort make KALA the ideal light fitting for carefully designed architecture.
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PR ODUCT P OR T FOL IO

Type of light
Mounted light
Fitted light
Pendant light
Standard lamp
Track-mounted light
Light source
LED
Fluorescent
Light distribution
Direct beam
Direct/indirect beam
Indirect beam
All-round beam
Wall illuminating
Surface
Anonised aluminium
Polished stainless steel
Metallic grey
White
Classifications
Energy efficiency class A
Energy efficiency class B
Minergie certified
Area of use
Homes
Commercial
Outdoors
Power
Watt

Length  width  height

SPINAled

PUNTO

CUBO

TWIST

SQUARE

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

FLISC

●

SPINA

SPINAclear

SPINAquick

SPINAstrip

TIRA

SCIP

KALA

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
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●
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●
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●
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●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

114
121
128
134

17
118
127

27

112

Mounted lights
6003962
9003962
12003962
15003962
Pendant lights/
Add-on
elements
6002030
9002030
12002030
15002030

Mounted lights
Ø 25070
Ø 32070
Add-on
elements
Ø 12032
Ø 25050
Ø 32050

1665494

Mounted
spotlights
Ø 11577
Fitted
spotlights
Ø 13888
Track-mounted
spotlights
Ø 11582

●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

116

124
155

114/24
121/39
128/54
135/49

114/24
121/39
128/54
135/49

114/24
121/39
128/54
135/49

114/24
121/39
128/54
228/54

121/39
128/54
135/49
235/49

221
228
235

424

23223238

Ø 46028

Mounted lights
6003772
9003772
12003772
15003772

Mounted lights
5743864
8743864
11743864
14743864

Pendant lights
6002436
9002436
12002436
15002436

Pendant lights
11742332
14742332

Standard lamps
15657837

6023564
9023564
12023564
15023564

●

5863661
8863661
11863661
23723661

Mounted lights
8686389
11686389
14686389
28466389
Fitted lights
86875145
116875145
146875145
284675145

92814360
122814360
152814360

Ø 697150

LEG A L NOT ICE

CONTACT
RIBAG Licht AG
Kanalstrasse 18
CH-5745 Safenwil
Tel.: +41 62 737 90 10
Fax: +41 62 737 90 18
info@ribag.com
www.ribag.com

Perfect light
gives rooms
more room.
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Pure effect.
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